
Productivity
It’s The Little Things That Add Up: That’s a Major

Key in Getting a Control on Production

Behavioral science and other re-
searchers have seemingly been
avoiding the issue, but a nationally-
known project management expert
has made another construction in-
dustry contribution in his continuing
studies to determine how worker pro-
ductivity can be evaluated and in-
creased.

Thirty-year construction industry
veteran H. Murray Hohns, P.E. pres-
ident of the prominent construction
consulting firm of Wagner-Hohns-
Inglis-Inc., is helping to bridge the in-
formation gap between theory and
real-life application of techniques to
increase productivity.

Noting that the industry accounts
for some 12% of the gross national
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product, Hohns said, “It is an in-
credulous statement to say that for
such a huge contributor to the Amer-
ican economy, few serious studies
have been made to trade the construc-
tion worker’s way and problems and
how they relate to productivity on the
job site. Yet, it is true!”

Perhaps the reason why very few
analyses have been done in the area of
productivity is that researchers have
yet to ascertain the exact variables in
the construction process that should
be monitored/reviewed to assess pro-
ductivity, It is through his extensive
experiences in the construction in-
dustry that Hohns has been able to
identify the numerous areas where
productivity is typically lost.

According to Hohns, while some
advances have been made toward in-
creasing construction productivity
. . . such as new applications of time-
lapse photography on job sites . . .
researchers have yet to determine
those exact areas in the building pro-
cess where productivity is lost and
how those variables combine to result
in uncountable dollars lost annually
for owners and contractors alike.

“Over the past 15 years,” Hohns
said, “I’ve had the occasion to see a
wide variety of construction projects
evolve, speak with the people in the
field and come to understand what
administrative and field management
variables should be monitored and
controlled to maintain a high level of
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“It is an incredulous statement to say that for such a huge
contributor to the American economy, few serious
studies have been made to trace the construction

worker’s ways and problems and how they relate to productivity
on the job site. Yet, it is true.”

worker productivity/satisfaction.”
Hohn’s categories of performance

problems are listed below. To the
right of each are listed the parameters
of cost increases that can result from
those problem areas. The right-hand
column is Hohns’ estimate of the
average increase in costs that would
result if the problem noted is ex-
perienced. (One hundred is the base
cost; one hundred and five would be
5% more than the base, etc.)

TYPE OF IMPACT INEFFICIENCY
(problem areas) Range Expected

1) Poor Management
a) Layout
b) Foreman Loyalty-Ability
c) Poor Superintendence
d) Lack of Tools
e) Lack of Materials
f) Lack of Direction
g) Lack of Full-Time PM on site
h) Sour Job
i) Lack of Decision Making
j) Lack of Planning
k) Attitude of Company

2) Bad Drawings
a) Hold 10% of Work Back or

Less
b) Hold 30% of Work Back or

Less
c) Hold 60% of Work Back or

Less

3) Interference
a) Remove Operation Underway

& Redo
b) Remove Operation Completed

& Redo
c) Do A (above) More than Once
d) Do B (above) More than Once
e) Stop Work, Move Men for

Hold Less than Five Days
f) Stop Work, Move Men for

Hold More than Five Days
g) Continual Stop/Start
h) Over Inspection
i) Under inspection
j) Malice in Inspection
k) Implied Acceleration
I) Suspension of Less than 25%

of Work
m) Stretch Task Out 20%

Longer
n) Stretch Task Out 50% Longer
o) Stretch Task Out 100%

Longer
p) Work Six Days
q) Work 10-hour Days
r) Work Six 10-hour Days

115-250
110-200
105-180
110-200
100-200
100-250
100-140
110-200
120-190
100-500
100-115

100-170

110-180

120-210

160-210

170-300 210
190-290 210
200-310 240

140-220

140-225 I75
165-210 I75
120-240 140
80-220 110

150-260 160
100-120 108

105-140

115-160 125
115-180 140

115-230 160
105-130 120
105-140 120
105-155 120

130
115
140
130
140
135
110
115
130
150
110

120

135

160

170

155

110
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H. Murray Hohns, President
Wagner-Hohns-lnglis, Inc.

Hohns points out that although in-
efficiencies will increase as more dif-
ficulties are experienced, the ineffi-

ciency factors are not cumulative.
Many times inefficiency factors
overlap in different phases of a con-
struction project.

“When a non-productive climate
exists on a construction site,” accord-
ing to Hohns, “it is usually because
management failed to provide labor
with any or all of its four basic needs
which are included in the problem
area headings: instruction, equip-
ment, materials and recognition. The
absence or delay of any one of these
needs will always result in a non-
productive atmosphere and loss of
money.”

Time-lapse and worker question-
naire studies have indicated, Hohns
noted, that the most severe produc-
tivity problems relate to material han-
dling. In fact, it usually requires more
effort to get the materials within 15
feet of their installation than it does to
actually install them!

This results in many wasted man
hours which would have been saved if
someone had paid attention to where
the materials were being dropped off-
delivered.

Hohns recalled a simple case in
point which involved a shipment of
gypsum board to a construction site.
Instead of being unloaded in the prox-
imity of the installation (which was
logistically possible), the boards were
dropped off approximately 100 feet
away. Thus, a supervisor assigned a
team of men the task of moving the
board by hand to the right location,
wasting many dollars in the process.

“If someone had had the foresight
to have the board unloaded in the
right place . . . or at least have a fork
lift on hand to do in one hour what it
took a whole team of men one day to
accomplish . . . it would have saved
some significant hours and money.
You not only have to supply workers
with the necessary materials, they
must be where workers need them;
you’ve got to keep the mechanic at his
work area to have direct work ac-
complished” Hohns added.

What do Hohns’ figures real ly
mean in terms of dollars and cents?
He projects, for example, a 30% cost
increase as a result of any “Lack of
Decision Making.” Given decisions
not made at the right time on a rel-
atively simple $25,000 purchase of
lighting fixtures on a multi-million-
dollar construction job (and there are
many, many such purchases in any
single job!), the 30% translates to an
additional $7,500 on this single item.
The $25,000 costs quickly becomes
$32,500.

Sound exceptionally high? Think
about it. If those lighting fixtures ar-
rive either 90 days too early or 90 days
too late, what happens? If they are 90
days too early they must be stored
somewhere ($$) moved back and
forth to and from where they are



needed (labor $$); pilferage is very
likely ($$); insurance must be paid on
the stored materials ($$); etc., etc.

Lateness Costs

If they arrive 90 days too late addi-
tional costs mount in inflation (3%
conservatively, $$); incalculable man
hours wasted on workmen just killing
time waiting for the equipment to ar-
rive . . . all at $15-$28 per hour, per
man ($$); possible re-doing of at least
a portion of another trade’s work
(i.e., ceiling tiles) because of damage
incurred in doing work out of se-
quence ($$) and the list of items goes
on and on. The $7,500 total of addi-
tional costs can be reached very, very
quickly.

Hohns’ $7,500 illustration of waste
is only one item. Multiply that by just
15 such items on the best run con-
struction job and it isn’t difficult to
accumulate $112,000 worth of addi-

tional costs on a relatively “conven- fraility, but consider Hohns’ no-

tional” construction job. holds-barred definition of “Malice in

Ignorance or lack of foresight in Inspection.” “Malice in Inspection”

planning and decision-making might is something that every contractor has

still be excused as the cost of human encountered at one time or another
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. . . and its premeditated intent can
add up to 60% more to the cost of the
work!

The 60% is a conservative figure.
Mr. Hohns relates a bevy of trade
“horror” stories where interior parti-
tions are 2" off where they should be;
studding is 17½" on center instead of
16" or some other building element is
¼" out of line and a spiteful inspec-
tor insists the installation be torn
down completely and rebuilt, because
it was not erected precisely to plans
and specifications.

Malice In Inspection, says Hohns,
can add significant additional costs
without batting an eye. “I’m not say-
ing that the observations of building
inspectors should be dismissed or that
the inspectors themselves are trouble-
makers,” he cautioned. “However, I
have seen numerous instances where
inspectors have exhibited ‘spiteful in-
sistence’ on construction job sites that
not only cause unnecessary cost in-
creases, but also resulted in a negative
effect of workers’ attitudes. Workers
can develop an irreversible disdain for

the ‘irrational’ authority of manage- empirical research in the area of in-
ment or inspector . . . which, in turn, creasing worker productivity. If the
decreased their desire to work well scientific community is equipped with
and be productive,” Hohns explain- an identification of the variables in
ed. the construction process that, from a

Hohns’ continuing efforts to iden- cause-effect perspective, pinpoint
tify the variables in the construction productivity losses, detailed research
process that directly impact on worker can be conducted to help the con-
productivity represent advances that struction industry code with (and,
have yet to be made by researchers. hopefully, alleviate) the problems of

“What I am attempting to do,” productivity losses that continue to
said Hohns, “is to provide a starting result in billions of dollars lost an-
point for researchers to undertake nually.”
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